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The "Specially Designated Secrets Protection Law" poses a severe threat to news reporting and press freedom in Japan. Government officials have not shied away from intimidating reporters in the past. The new law will grant them greater power to do so. Passage of the law fulfills a longstanding government objective to gain additional leverage over the news media. The new law could have a withering effect on news reporting and thus on the people’s knowledge of the actions of their government.

Precedents

In 2009 a highly respected reporter for Japan’s primary news wire service, Ohta Masakatsu, conducted a series of interviews with retired senior officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning "secret agreements" (mitsuyaku) allowing the entry of U.S. naval vessels into Japanese ports and waters with nuclear weapons aboard. This is a matter of intense public interest, not only due to implications for Japan’s national security but also because of the longstanding government policy of denial. Ohta’s work confirmed that the government had lied to the Japanese people about nuclear weapons policy for decades.

After his article based on the interviews appeared, Ohta writes, "I was called in by a senior public official. I was told that even though my interviews were with retired officials, by questioning them and publishing their comments, I had committed the crime of soliciting (kyōsa) a violation of the National Public Employees Law." The officials’ duty to maintain state secrets continued even after they left government service. If the reporter had not prodded them to talk, they might have remained silent.

Ohta was not prosecuted, but he still feels the unease and perhaps fear that followed such a direct threat from a high government official.

Like every Japanese journalist, Ohta was well aware of the infamous Nishiyama case in which another reporter for a mainstream news organization was arrested, tried, and convicted for a similar "crime." Mainichi Shimbun reporter Nishiyama Takichi was arrested in April 1972 and charged with improperly soliciting the leak of a government secret. Nishiyama had received copies of a series of cables showing that when they negotiated the final terms of the return of Okinawa to Japanese control, American and Japanese representatives secretly agreed that Japan would shoulder approximately $ 5 million in compensation for property damage. This disclosure directly contradicted the government's declared position that the United States was responsible for these payments.

Citing the free press guarantee of Article 21 of Japan’s Constitution, Tokyo District Court found him not guilty. (The foreign ministry official who leaked the information to Nishiyama was found guilty of violating her duty to protect state secrets as a government employee.) Nishiyama’s acquittal, however, was overturned and on May 31, 1978, the Supreme
Court of Japan upheld the guilty verdict. The evidence showed that the reporter had taken advantage of a sexual liaison with the official in order to persuade her to provide the information. The Supreme Court decided that he had violated the fundamental rights of the official and his action was therefore outside the scope of the constitutionally protected freedom of the press. In the court's words, "Reporters do not hold the privilege to improperly violate the rights and freedoms of another in the name of news reporting."

In Japan there is no doubt. Reporters can be put in jail if prosecutors and courts decide their methods are inappropriate. The Nishiyama and Ohta stories show that the government already wielded significant power to intimidate reporters prior to passage of the 2013 secrecy law. Now it has more.

How the SDS Law Affects News Reporters - the Threat of Criminal Prosecution

Blocking Information at the Source

The 2013 state secrecy law will affect news reporting in two fundamental ways. First, inside information sources will be harder to find. Government officials and others who leak information labeled secret will risk prosecution and up to ten years in jail. They will think very carefully before sharing any potentially designated information with reporters. Second, news reporters themselves will face prosecution and up to five years in prison if government authorities judge their methods inappropriate. When they do make that big scoop, reporters and their employers will be obliged to weigh the risk of prosecution before they publish. Self-censorship is inevitable.

Article 23 of the Specially Designated Secrets Protection Law provides that government officials and authorized private contractors who leak specially designated secrets are liable for up to 10 years imprisonment and a maximum 10,000,000 yen fine. This is a very sharp increase over pre-existing law, which mandates a maximum penalty of one year imprisonment.

Declaring that Japan is a "haven for spies," rightwing politicians have loudly demanded the adoption of an "anti-spy law" for decades. In 2013 they produced something very different and far more menacing to Japan's democratic institutions. The 2013 law is not an "anti-spy law" which penalizes leaks of national security information to enemy agents; it is an anti-whistleblower law. This law penalizes leaks of information to anyone, including news reporters and anyone else without the required security clearance. Moreover, the 2013 law extends potential secrecy coverage to subject matter beyond the scope of national security that might be of interest to real spies.

The law does not excuse whistleblowers who uncover corruption, threats to public health or the environment, or otherwise act to serve a public interest. Unauthorized disclosure of any material labeled "specially designated secret," for whatever reason, is a violation of the law. Moreover, in future prosecutions, the government will not be required to show that the release caused any actual injury to a government interest. The authority to prosecute even trivial matters is a clear mark of arbitrary power.

The Direct Threat Against Reporters

Article 25 of the Law also threatens prosecution of anyone accused of "soliciting" (or abetting, kyōsa) or "instigating" (or coercing, sendō) a leak or conspiring to cause the leak of designated information. These offenses are subject to a maximum five-year prison term. Potential violators of this rule include news reporters, actual foreign spies, members of the Diet or anyone else who employs some inappropriate means to persuade officials to release designated information.

The 1970s prosecution of Nishiyama Takichi is instructive. The secret information revealed as
the result of Nishiyama's work did not cause injury to Japan's national security or any other significant public interest. It did cause great embarrassment to the Sato Administration because it exposed government lies. In a democratic society, this is precisely the kind of information we rely on investigative journalists to uncover. If Japan's news media had more aggressively pursued the dangers created by the "nuclear power village," the word "Fukushima" might not have become global shorthand for nuclear meltdown.

In the Nishiyama case, Japan's government was caught in a lie. It responded with the most lethal weapon at its disposal: criminal prosecution. Democratic constitutions guarantee freedom of the press. In order to succeed, criminal prosecutions must overcome a strong presumption that the actions of reporters are protected. Nishiyama was charged with violation of Article 111 of the National Public Employees Law, which prohibits improper inducement of the leak of secret information by a government official. He was subject to a maximum penalty of one year in prison and a fine of 30,000 yen.

With passage of the "Specially Designated Secrets Act" in December 2013, the potential threat confronting news reporters has increased dramatically. It is this threat to freedom of the press and more broadly to people's right to know about government action that is the reason the secrecy bill was opposed by so many academics and organizations that seek to protect fundamental rights.

Opposition

The secrecy bill and the law itself have been opposed by numerous critics inside Japan and out. Perhaps the most damaging criticism has come from United Nations experts, including Frank Larue, the UN Rapporteur for Freedom of Speech. Mr. Larue released a succinct summary of the central problem: "The draft bill not only appears to establish very broad and vague grounds for secrecy but also includes serious threats to whistle-blowers and even journalists reporting on secrets." Mr. Larue stressed that government officials who expose wrongdoing should be protected and called for robust protection of journalists.

More generally, critics among international NGOs like Human Rights Watch and the Open Society Justice Initiative have pointed out specific shortcomings in the law, such as the lack of an independent review body and a "public interest override" that would protect whistleblowers who disclose information of great value to the public. The basic position of foreign critics is that the bill fails to meet recognized international standards, but many suggest that this could be fixed with a series of textual revisions.

The response of Japanese critics has been far more visceral, grounded as much in simple fear as in legal analysis. Formal declarations against the bill were published by numerous citizen groups, including Japan's national bar association, the Japan Civil Liberties Union (JCLU), and ad hoc groups of writers and intellectuals. Of special importance, a broad
attack was delivered by a group including hundreds of constitutional law professors. They were led by an elite core of 24 scholars that includes many of the most respected experts in Japan.\(^{19}\) A separate statement was issued by experts in the law of crimes and criminal procedure.\(^{20}\) There were many more formal declarations of opposition. Meanwhile, ordinary people expressed opposition to the secrecy bill with numerous protest marches in Japan and around the country.

For the national bar association and the JCLU, among others, the starting point is that there was no need for this law at all. They say that pre-existing Japanese law was sufficient to protect state secrets. They foresee abuse of the new secrecy power through expansive interpretation of vague statutory terms and threats of criminal prosecution. They fear threats to fundamental rights, especially the chilling effect on journalism. Constitutional law professors argue that the broad secrecy powers conflict with the fundamental principles of Japan's Constitution. Like the national bar association and the JCLU, they oppose the law in its entirety.

If one side of the coin reads "secrecy," the other side is "transparency." Pointing to the weakness of Japan's information disclosure law and the general lack of transparency in government policymaking, many Japanese critics say that Japan's most pressing need is more transparency, not greater secrecy power.

---

**December 5, 2013 Tokyo rally opposes the state secrets law**

**Japan's News Media as a "Watchdog"**

Freedom of the press is guaranteed by the Constitution. Japan's Supreme Court has explained the constitutional role of the press as serving the people's "right to know".\(^{21}\) There is no doubt that the Japanese people rely very heavily on news organizations to learn of government actions. Japan's news industry has formally recognized its constitutional role:

> [T]he public's right to know is a universal principle that sustains a democratic society. That right cannot be ensured without the existence of media, operating with the guarantee of freedom of speech and expression, while being totally committed to a high moral standard and fully independent.\(^{22}\)

But long before the appearance of the "Specially Designated Secrets Protection Law," Japan's mainstream news organizations had acquired a reputation for excessive reliance on government news sources and hesitancy to criticize senior officials. Foreign reporters assigned to Tokyo routinely express shock and disappointment at the use of press clubs (kisha kurabu) and other measures to manage the news.\(^{23}\) According to Washington-based Freedom House, "major media outlets maintain cozy relationships with bureaucrats and politicians, resulting in an arrangement under which journalists are granted access in exchange for refraining from writing critical stories."\(^{24}\) The author of a book-length study of Japan's mainstream news industry writes there is a "symbiotic relationship" between news organizations and their sources in which political elites shape the news and the press responds. She describes this as the "process by
which the flow of information in Japanese society is controlled and regulated."²⁵

Japanese media law experts like Professors Tajima Yasuhiko of Sophia University and Yamada Kenta of Senshu University believe the secrecy law will make this situation much worse. They see the 2013 secrecy law as an information control (jōhō tōsei) law that provides unlimited power for bureaucrats to conceal information as they please. In the new world of this secrecy law, Tajima writes that the people will only be able to learn the information government bureaucrats decide to give them. The constitutional "right to know" and the information disclosure law will operate, he says, only within the boundaries drawn by government bureaucrats.

"For news organizations and journalism," he writes, "the secrecy law imprints a stamp of approval on 'press release journalism' (happyō hōdō) the practice whereby they publish as news the information released by bureaucrats, as is, without assessment or commentary. This will accelerate the transformation of news organizations into public relations agencies of the government."²⁶

In evaluating the secrecy law, Professor Yamada suggests that we first consider the very weak state of the right to know in Japan. His comments resonate with those of foreign experts. For Yamada, the secrecy law reinforces and extends an existing structure in which the government already controls information flows and conceals critical information from the Japanese people. He writes that "Under the heading of protecting the nation, officials will render the 2001 information disclosure law meaningless and will ignore the general rule that government information belongs to the people."²⁷

Does Qualifying Language Actually Protect Reporters?

Leaders of LDP coalition partner Komeito requested changes to the original government draft intended to reduce the secrecy law's impact on news reporting. But their input proved to be of questionable value. The Komeito request led to the somewhat fantastic Article 22 (1), which reads, "[I]n the application of this law, there shall be no expanded interpretation that would lead to improper violation of the fundamental human rights of the people, and due care shall be shown for freedom of newsgathering and the press which contribute to the people's right to know."

Anyone who has studied law in Japan knows that rights to freedom of speech and the press are guaranteed by Constitution Article 21 and that it is the Constitution and not statutes passed by the Diet that constitutes the supreme law of the land.²⁸ Commenting on this language, the president of Japan's national bar association scoffed that "Freedom of reporting has already been prescribed so including that line again doesn't have any meaning."²⁹

The bigger problem with Article 22(1) is that it appears to actually undercut constitutional protection. Although the Constitution guarantees freedom of the press, the Komeito "improvement" to the original LDP proposal would ratchet down this protection to the simple requirement that state authorities show due care (hairyo) for such fundamental rights as they go about their business.³⁰

Article 22 (2) provides a second, somewhat more plausible safe harbor for investigative journalists. Key wording declares that "to the extent the newsgathering activities of persons engaged in the publishing or reporting industries exclusively seek to serve the public interest and do not violate the law or employ extremely inappropriate means" those newsgathering activities (shuzai kōi) will be deemed "legitimate" (seitō na gyōmu).

During Diet debate, the expression "extremely inappropriate means" became a focus of attention. How should we define this? Minister
Mori Masako, the government manager of Diet debate on the secrecy bill, cited the Nishiyama case as the prime example. This is little help. The meanings of "extremely inappropriate means" and other unclear expressions will be determined not by a government spokesperson like Minister Mori, but by future prosecutors who consider potential actions against reporters, and by the courts. Vague expressions like "extremely inappropriate means" constitute the proverbial "loaded gun" waiting to be used. There is no way to predict how zealous prosecutors may use this weapon.

Future news executives, lawyers and courts will also give careful consideration to other vague elements of Article 22(2) of the secrecy law. For example, they will consider the term "exclusively in the public interest." Prosecutors and courts may insist on a standard for the "public interest" which is quite different from the one understood by news reporters and ordinarily people. The term "publishing and reporting industries" appears to exclude freelance writers, members of civil society organizations, bloggers and others who are not employed by traditional entities. This limitation seems to follow the precedent of Japan's press clubs and other exclusionary organizations. It surely excludes individual citizens who decide to make investigations of their own. Finally, most disturbing of all, the exclusion of newsgathering activities that "violate the law" suggests the authors of the secrecy law believe that any statute passed by the Diet has the power to strip reporters of constitutional protection.

**Conclusion**

The range of information covered by the Specially Designated Secrets Protection Law is broad. Reporters and publishers will have to tread lightly whenever they address issues related to national defense, diplomacy, anti-terrorism, and anti-espionage matters. And the potential scope of all of these areas and the information labeled secret will be determined by government bureaucrats themselves. Reporters may have a hard time discerning the invisible lines drawn by bureaucrats. When warned, they will be advised to pull back. This is a weak formula for protection of a free press.

For more than five decades, the Liberal Democratic Party has been on record demanding constitutional change that will dilute protections for freedom of speech and of the press and other individual rights. Prime Minister Abe is an especially committed advocate of increased state power. He recently delivered a reminder of his four-square stance. At a Lower House Budget Committee session on February 3, Abe said that "the idea that the Constitution is intended to limit the power of the state is an old-fashioned view held at the time when a monarch was governing the country with absolute power."[21]

Constitutional revisions proposed by the LDP in 2012 specifically target freedom of speech and of the press.[32] Article 21 of Japan's present Constitution makes the simple, powerful declaration that "Freedom of assembly and association as well as speech, press and all other forms of expression are guaranteed." The LDP would add this proviso: "Notwithstanding the foregoing, engaging in activities with the purpose of damaging the public interest or public order, or associating with others for such purposes, shall not be recognized." The definition of "public interest or public order" will be left to government officials.

The fear of the 2013 secrecy law expressed by Japan's lawyers and constitutional scholars is rooted in their understanding of LDP hostility toward free speech and fundamental rights. Professor Tajima predicts dire effects from the Specially Designated Secrets Protection Law. He writes that public discourse on issues touched by the secrecy law will atrophy; that the law will "root out and destroy" fundamental values of democracy.[33] Professor Tajima writes
with the knowledge that this is the very goal embodied in the LDP proposals for constitutional change.
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